Minutes of the SVG meeting at the Junction, 7pm October 7, 2007.

 Those present: 
 Rob Naylor, Geoff Pearson, Graham Adcock, Steve Jackson, Charlie 
 Pickin, Lara Pickin, Harry Pickin (aged 4 months), Jasper Pickin 
 (aged 4 months), Ute Wegerhof, Tim Skinner (chair), Rob Foster, 
 Martin Brice (hon sec).

 Apologies: 
 Bob Moulton, Robin Mazinke, MikeVetterlein, Oliver Hill.

 Minutes of previous meeting: 
 These were agreed.

 TS opened the meeting and said it should concentrate on SVG work.

 Harrisons: 
 TS said paths needed to be cleared because they had become overgrown. 
 GA said tree cover should be the priority and GP agreed. GP also said 
 a priority should be drainage arrangements and wind corridors. TS 
 said threads on the internet were talking about how the rock at 
 Harrisons was wearing rapidly. CP said poor practice was also to 
 blame. GA said groups tended to be at fault but TS said individuals' 
 bad technique with ropes was also to blame. GP said the ropes grooves 
 above Wailing Wall were very bad now. GA suggested temporary signs, 
 attached to a post in the ground, re-emphasising good technique. UW 
 said tags on the bolts urging users to use long slings might work. GA 
 suggested laminating a few of the "Code of Practice" sheets and 
 sticking them on a post. TS said what was needed was a return to the 
 attitudes of 10 years ago when many people were prepared to speak up 
 in the face of poor belaying techniques. Meeting agreed to take the 
 discussion forward to the next HRMG. ACTION: TS to put it on the 
 agenda of next HRMG.

 High Rocks: 
 The meeting agreed a hair-cut was needed and would ask Oliver Hill to 
 have a chat with Mr Capellazi. Bolts: GA said the old bolt on hut 
 boulder was as solid as a rock - it had been weight-tested along with 
 the new ones. RF said removal would be very difficult and might leave 
 sharp, dangerous, edges. CP asked if any bolt had ever failed and TS 
 said one bent last year under heavy weight but could not recall one 
 ever failing.

 Bowles: 
 Nothing to report. 

 Bulls Hollow: 
 TS said the Croydon club was doing some clearance work next weekend. 
 The meeting noted and welcomed its great contribution. GA said he'd 
 be there. TS said the bolt inspection had been done.

 Eridge: 
 TS said the joint leaflet with SWT was progressing (thanks to Bob 
 Moulton). It would be available at the car park.


 Stone Farm: 
 TS said revetment work was needed and Bob Moulton was concerned about 
 the tree below Undercut Wall. Chris Tullis had offered to do some 
 work during the week and TS said some volunteers were needed.

 Signage: 
 TS said the signs were all up, except for the bouldering signs at 
 Stone Farm. Some at Stone Farm and Harrisons had been vandalised. SJ 
 suggested mounting them on a scaffolding pole driven deep into the 
 ground.

 Any other business: 
 GA said two or three days were planned for Harrisons work, which 
 would be in November or December. TS said the minutes should be 
 available on the Southern Sandstone website and SJ said he was 
 working on it. ACTION: MB to email previous minutes to SJ.

 Date of next meeting: 
 7pm in The Junction on May the 18th, 2008.

 The meeting finished at 8.15pm.

